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By I. C. T. NISBET

In Part I an estimate was obtained of the rate of weight-loss of
Blackpoll Warblers during a long non-stop flight. In Part II this
estimate will be compared with eight field measurementsof weightloss in other species,and with nine theoretical calculations (four of
which are previously unpublished) cf the power consumption of
flying birds.
FIELD

N[EASUREN[ENTS

OF

WEIGHT-LOSS

Blackpoll Warblerscrossingthe wester• North Atlantic
In Part I the rate of weight-loss of Blackpoll Warblers was estimated to be about 0.56 _+ 0.07 percent of mean weight per horn'.
The chief limitations of this estimate are (a) the lack of direct
measurementsof the departure weight, and (b) the small samples
of both departing and arriving birds, reflected in the large standard error. In future years attempts will be made to overcomethese
limitations, but it will be difficult to do so without sacrificingthe
precisemeasurementof flight-time, one of the main advantagesof
this study over the others quoted here.
Robins crossi•g the North Sea

Butterfield (1952) summarized weights of birds caught at Lista,

South Norway, and Fair Isle, Shetland,Great Britain, between28
September and 3 October 1951. The average weight of 20 Robins
(Erithacusrubecula)caught at Lista was 17.72 _+0.22 gin., and that
of 24 Robins caught at Fair Isle was 14.92 _+ 0.29 gm.; the differoncewas 2.80 gin., or 17.2 _+2.2 percent of the mean weight. According to Hyatt and Mylnc (1952) nearly all the Lista Robins were
('aught at the lighthouse on the night of 28-29 September, and according to P. Davis (in litt.) nearly all the Fair Isle Robins were
('aught on 1 and 2 October. The Fair Isle birds were weighed immediately after capture (K. Williamson in litt.), but some of the
Lista birds were not weighedfor several hours (C. K. Mylnc, pcrs.
comm.), and must have lost someweight during this peried.
Migration in thesefew days of 1951 has been discussedby several
authors. Jenkins (1953) showed that Robins (and other species)
arrived in southern Scandinavia on the mornings of 28 and 29 September, and were then held up by fog until the evening of 30 September, when many departed and were drifted westwards into the
British Isles. Williamson (1952) suggestedthat the birds oriented

down-windafter meetingfog in the Skagerak and Kattcgat, and
Yapp (1956), although criticizingWilliamsoh'stheory, alsoassumed
that the birds flew down-wind. Lack (1960), however,gave evidence
that drift-migrants which reach England from Scandinavia do not
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norrnally fly down-wind, and Bourne (pers. comm.), using radar, has
observedthat those which reach Scotland usually head S.S.W. while
crossingthe North Sea. On the basisof Bourne's observations,and
the weather map published by Jenkins (1953), it seemsprobable that
the Robins

which reached

Fair

Isle on 1 October

1951 had taken

off somewhere in the southern half of Norway on the preceding

evening. Nisbet (1957) hasshownthat, in weatherconditionssimilar
to those which prevailed on 28 and 29 September 1951, birds trapped
at Lista have provided a good sample of those which migrate into
southern Norway from the N. N. E. However, the birds which
reached Fair Isle may also have included some which had bred in
south-central Scandinavia and which had not migrated before 30
September,and these would probably have been heavier than those
caught at Lista. Hence the differencein weights between the birds
caught at Lista and at Fair Isle may under-estimate the loss in
weight during the crossingof the North Sea.
Accordingto the log of the Fair Isle Bird Observatory (P. Davis
in litt.), one Robin was trapped at 0600 (G. M. T.) on I October,
but most of the birds were trapped between 1200 and 1900 on that
day and in the early morning of the 2nd. Davis reports that most
birds which arrive at Fair Isle pass quickly through the trapping
area to other parts of the island, so that most are caught within a
few hours of arrival. Hence the average arrival time of the birds
trapped was probably about 1330 (4- 2 hours). Assuming that
they took off about 18.00 (about 45 minutes after local sunset) on
the precedingevening, we estimate their time of flight to have been
about 19.5 4- 2 hours. Thus their average rate of lossof weight was
probably about 0.88 4- .15 percent of mean weight per honr.
Butterfield (1952) also quoted weights of five other species,but in
four easesthe samples were small and the arrivals at Fair Isle were
spread over several days. In the fifth ease,the Goldcrest (Regulus
regulus),the Lista birds were heavier by 8.0 4- 3.9 per cent of mean
weight, and the Fair Isle birds were all trapped in the early morning
of i October,probably after 11-12hours'flight. Hencetheir average
rate of loss of weight was probably about 0.7 4- .4 percent of mean
weight per hour.
In a separate study, Davis (1962) summarized the weights of 69
Robins which were caught at Fair Isle on days of large arrivals in
various years, and recaptured on subsequentdays. The groups
which stayed longest (6-20 days) gained, on average, 18 percent of
their initial weight in spring, and 17 percent of their initial weight in
autumn. If it is assumed that these gains in weight were approximately the sameas the birds' lossesduring their flight to Fair Isle,
the averagelosswould be 16 4- 2 percent (standard error estimated)
of their mean weight during flight. This is likely to be an underestimate,sincesomeof the birds may have left Fair Isle without replacing all their fat. Records supplied by Davis (ir• litt.) indicate
that on the days when these birds were first trapped, Robins were
sometimes trapped mainly in the early morning, and sometimes
mainly in the late evening, while on many days there was evidence
that arrivals ('ontinued for several hours during the day; my esti-
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mate of the average time of arrival is about 1250 G. 5[. T. (4- 0.6
hours). Assuming that the birds took off between a half and one hour
after sunset on the 10reviousday, the average time of flight would
then be about

18.6

+ 0.7 hours.
--

Hence

a low estimate

of the rate

of weight lossis 0.86 4, .11 percent of mean weight per hour.
Greenland Wheatear• cros•'i•zgthe Atlantic

Williamson (1958, 1961) showedthat Greenland Wheatears (Oetia•the oe.leucorrhoo)arrive in the British Isles in autumn during westerly winds associatedwith Lows near Iceland, their average weights
(measured at Fair Isle) being relatively high (25-27 gm.) when the
birds have strong tail-winds (from the northwest), and relatively
low (21-23 am.) when the winds are light or from the north or southwest during part of the crossing. Assumingthat the birds crossfrom
south-east Greenland, that they fly at 26 knots air-speed and that
they are affected by the surface winds, Williamson calculated that
their flight-times vary between 24 and 40 hours. Lack (1959) disputed Williamsoh's interpretation of the birds' behavior, but the
dispute scarcely affects the esti•nat.es of flight-times (Williamson
1961).
Wheatears have not been weighedbefore leaving Greenland, but
Williamson pointed out that they often attain weights of "close on
40 am." before crossingthe Atlantic in spring. The heaviest group
of spring migrants trapped on Fair lsle averaged37.75 am. (Williamson 1959). Assuming the mean departure weight in autumn to be
similar (say 38 am.), tim mean arrival weight to be 24 gm., and the
mean flight-time to be 34 hours, the average rate of weight-loss is
about 1.3 percent of mean weight per hour. This is more likely to
be an over-estimate than an under-estimate, because the main
range of the Greenland Wheatear is west and north of the assumed
departure area.
P. Davis (i• litt.) has supplied weights of Greenland Wheatears

(:aught on Fair Isle on 21 September 1959, when more than 1,000
birds arrived on the island--a larger 'fall' than any discussedby
Williamson. The average weight of 62 birds trapped was 30.77 40.38 gm., representinga lossof about 7.2 gin., if we assumethe departure weight to have been 38 am. Most of the birds were trapped
in the early morning (from dawn onwards) and only four had been
trapped on the precediug afternoon. If we assumethat most of the
birds arrived during the six hoursbeforedawu on 21 September,and
that they had taken off about one hour after sunset in southern
Greenland on 19 September, their flight time would be about 28
hours' this is consistent with Williamson's assumptionsand the
publishedweather maps for the period. Hence their averagerate of
weight-lossis estimated to be about 0.75 percent of mean weight
per hour.
Both these estimatesare very rongh, becauseof the lack of direct
evidence about departure-weights and flight-times, but so many
arrival weightsare now available that this is a very promisingspecies
for future study.
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Weightsbeforeand after a night of ,•igration
Helms (1959) weighed Song Sparrows (Melospisa melodia) at
Plum Island, Massachusetts,before and after the night of 5/6 April
1958, when there was a large migration of the species. The average
weight of 40 birds caught on the morning of 6 April was 21.13 _+
0.20 gm. Twenty-four birds caught on the afternoon of 5 April
averaged 22.85 + 0.41 gm.; including 48 birds caught in the morning the average weight for 5 April was 22.62 _+ 0.20 gin. (Four birds
caught on both days have been excluded from these averages, but
were included in Helms' original figures.) Helms gave evidence that
most or all of the population sampled on 5 April left and was replaced by a new population, since of the four birds caught on both
days "two were residents and two had been weakened by our taking
of blood samples". Another piece of evidence against extensive mixing of two populations is that the variance of the weights was the
same on the two days. Then, if it is assumedthat the new population weighed the same on 5 April as the old population, its loss in
weight during the night was 1.72 _+ 0.46 gm., or 1.49 +__0.28 gin.,
accordingto the figure chosenfor the mean weight on the 5th. Subsequent work with radar has shown that on warm cloudy nights in
early April (such as that of 5/6 April 1958), birds usually migrate
for between 10 and 11 hours (Drury and Keith 1962). Hence we
estimate the lossin weight of the Song Sparrows to be about 0.69 _+
0.14 percent of mean weight per hour. This is probably an underestimate, since some birds may have stayed at Plum Island overnight.

Birds on ocean weather ships

Eliassen and Hjelmtvedt (1958) weighed 26 birds of 14 species
caught on weather ships in the North Atlantic ocean. They estimated their weight-loss by comparing their observed weights with the
maxima given by Groebbels et al. (1938), and estimated (for 21
birds) the time of flight by means of various assumptionsabout their
flight-speeds and the way in which they were drifted away from
their migration routes. The resulting estimatesof the rate of weightloss vary between 1.4 percent and 6.2 percent of mean weight per
hour, the average being 3.3 _+0.37 percent. These high figures cannot be accepted, however, because:

1. The maximum weights given by Groebbelset al. may exceed
the average departure weights of the speciesconcerned;
2. The birds which stop on small ships are probably lighter than
the bulk of the population;

3. The set of assumptionsmade about the birds' migration is
only one of a number of alternatives, and leads to impossible conclusions (e.g. that Fringilla coelebs,Alauda arvensis and Sturnus
v•dgarismigrate W. N. W. from Norway in spring).
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Thrusheskilled at two different times in the night

Graber and Graber (1962) compared the weights of thrushes
(Hylocichla spp.) killed at a television tower in lllinois at about
0500 on 19 September 1960, and between 0030 and 0200 on 29
September 1959. In a sample of 32 adult male H. ustulata, the 1959
group was heavier, on average, than the 1960 group by 1.7 ñ 0.66

gin., or 5.5 ñ 2.1 percentof the meanweight (31.4 gm.). In samples
cf 24 adult female H. ttstulataand 13 adult male H. ,•inima, the
correspondingdifferenceswere 7.3 percent and 6.9 percent respectively. The average differencefor the three sampleswas thus about
6.4 _ 1.8 percent (standard error estimated). Assumingthat the
weights cf the two populations were the same when they started
their migrations, and that the 1960 samplehad flown for 3.5 ñ 0.6
hours longer (sunset was 17 minutes earlier on 28 than on 18 September), the average rate of weight-loss is 1.8 +__0.6 percent per
horn'. (Graber and Graber themselvesrejected this estimate, and
quoted higher figuresbasedon the weights of extreme individuals,
but this is statistically illegitimate.) This is a very rough estimate,
but the method is pronfising.
Summary of ./ield-measure,•e•t,•

The above estimates cf rates of weight-loss are summarized in
Table 9. With the exception of Eliassen and Hjelmvedt's dubious

estinmte, and the Grabers' rough one, all the field-estimatesof the
rate of weight-lossare groupedbetween 0.56 percent and 1.3 percent
of total weight per hour. All these estinmtesdepend on more or less
dubiousassumptions,and all have a fairly large standard error (because they all depend on the measurement of small differences in
variable populations). However, the close grouping of the results
obtained by widely different methods is encouraging,and it seems
reasonable to conclude that the average rate of weight-loss in
TABLE 9. FIELD-E•TIMATES OF THE RATE OF WEIGHT-LOSS
IN

MIGRATING

BIRDS.

Weight-loss

Author

Species

(% of total weight per hour)

This paper (Part I)

Dendroicastriata

0.56 ñ .07

Butterfield 1952
Butterfield 1952
Davis 1962
Williamson 1958, 1961

Erithacus rubecula
Regulus regulus
Erithacus rubecula
Oenanthe oenanthe

0.88 _ . 15
0.7 +_ .4
0.86

ñ . 11

ca. 1.3

This paper (Davis in litt.)

Oenanthe
oenanthe

ca. O.75

Helms 1959
Eliassen and Hjelmtvedt 1958
Graber and Graber 1962

Melospiza melodia
various
Hylocichla spp.

0.69 ñ . 14
3.3 ñ 0.37
1.8 +_0.6

Note. Thesefiguresare calculatedfrom the data publishedin the papersquoted.
Except for Graber and Graber (1962), none of the authors actually estimated the rate of weight-loss. All the estimatesdepend on assumptions
which are discussed in the text.
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migrating passerincsis of the order of 0.8 percent of total bodyweight per hour. There is also eviden('efor interspecificdifferences
in rate of weight-loss: for example, the maximum estimate for the
Blackpoll Warbler is appreciably less than the minimuln estinmte
for the Robin.

In Part I it was argued tha• the observedweight-lossof the Blackpoll Warblers representedconsumptionof fat, and that consumption of carbohydrate and loss of water were negligible. Strictly,
these arguments apply only to long-distance migrants, but if wc
assumethat they are valid for all the speciesdiscussedabove, the
figure of 0.8 percent of total weight per hour for their average rate
of weight-loss corresponds to an average power consumption of
about 0.076 Kcal./gm. total weight/hr. Assunfing (as in Part I)
the average resting power consumptionto be 0.045 Kcal./gin. fatfree weight/hr., this figure is about 1.7 times the resting power consumption when the bird is lean, and about 3.4 times the resting
power consumption whm• half the bird's weight is fat. If some of
the birds lost water during flight, these figures will be slightly too
high.
A

LABORATORY

MEASUREMENT

OF

POWER

CONSUMPTION

Lasiewski (1962) measuredthe oxygen consumptionof a Costa's
Hummingbird (Calypte costae)hovering continuously for 50 minutes
in a bell-jar at 24ø C. Deternfinations during one-minute intervals
varied from 32.7 to 50.9 co. oxygen/gin. total weight/hr., the average
over 35 minutes being 42.4; the standard error was not stated, but
the figures given suggestthat it was about 0.7. Unfortunately it is
not known whether the bird was using carbohydrate (5.05 Kcal./
liter 0s) or fat (4.69 Kcal./liter 0s); it may be guessedthat it consumed largely carbohydrate at the start of the flight, and largely
fat at the end. Assuming a mean value of 4.85 _+ 0.08 Kcal./liter
0s, the mean power consulnption is 0.206 _+ .005 Kcal./gin. total
xveight/hr., or about 3.3 + 0.3 times the mean of the figures obtained by Pearson (1950) for the rates of metabolism of resting
hummingbirds of two other species. This is about 2.7 times the
power consumption suggested above for nilgrating passerines,
which accords with the intuitive idea that hovering is a more
strenuous activity than forward flight.
THEORETICAL

CALCULATIONS

OF

POWER

CONSUMPTION

In accordancewith the ternfiuology adopted in Part I, the term
"power output" is used for the rate at which the flying bird does
work on the air, and the term "power consumption" for the total
rate at which it releasesenergy (includingheat in the muscles,etc.).
Some theories of bird flight give estimates of power output, someof
power consumption,and SOlriO
of the ratio of power consumptionin
flight to that at rest. In order to perinit comparisonsthe following
e•ssumptionsare made in this paper:
1. The efficiencyof birds' flight mus('lesis 22 percent, and all
the wasted power ('an be used t() warm the body.
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2. The power consumption of small birds at rest at 10ø C. is
about 0.045 Kcal./gm. fat-free weight/hour, irrespective of the
amount of fat they carry. For resting hummingbirds I have used
Pearson's (1950) figure of 0.062 Kcal./gm./hour, and for resting
pigeonsI have used the figure of 0.0079 Kcal./gm./hour quoted by
Zeuthen (1942).
Where possible, I have quoted estimates of the power consump-

tion (a) of a hovering hummingbird, (b) of a 10-gm. bird without
fat, (c) of the samebird carrying 10 gm. of fat. Some of the theories
predict the dependenceof power consumptionon the total weight
of the birds: for those that do not, I have assumedthat the power
output is proportional to the total weight.* Hence the power consumption predicted for case (c) is usually twice that predicted for
case (b), subject to the consideration,mentioned in Part I, that
enough power must always be expended to maintain the body
temperature.

The theory of Zeuthc•

Zeuthen (1942) publishedsome estimatesof the power output. of
a flying pigeon (body-weight 290 gin.) •t various •ir-speeds. The
estimatesincreasedfrom 0.004:1Kcal./gm. total weight/hour at a
speed of 30 kin./hr. to 0.051• Kcal./gin. total weight/hour at 70
kin./hr. Unfertunately, Zeuthen did not state how these figures
were obtained (except that the calculation was "carried out iu cooperation with the aircraft engineerK. G. Zeuthen"), but sincehis
figures for power output are proportional to the cube of the airspeedit was evidently assumedthat the drag is proportioual to the
square of the air-speed. Although this assumption would be valid
for a floating body (e.g. an airship or a fish), the drag on a lifting
wing dependschiefly on the lift-dr•g ratio and varies only slowly
with the air-speed. Hence Zeuthen's figuresare probably to() high,
at least for the higher air-speeds. Indeed, Zeuthen himself showed
that if a pigeonwere to consumepower •t the rate he predicted,it
could not dissipate all the heat produced in the muscles by conduction and radiation alone, but must also evaporate water in
order to regulate its body temperature. Salt and Zeuthen (1960)
estimated the rate at which water must be evaporated at 70 km./
hour air-speed (a normal flight-speed for pigeons, according to
Meinertzhagen 1955) to be about 22 percent of total body-weight
per hour. Such a rate of water-lossis obviously quite impossiblefor
a migratory species.
*Note that this assumptionis made only for birds of the same species: it mt•y
not t•pply to birds of different speciesbecausetheir wing-areas,styles of flight,
etc., may differ as well as their weights. The dependenceof power output on
sizeamongdifferentspecieswill be discussedat the end of this paper.
$This estimate is misprintedin Zeuthen'soriginal table (total poweroutput
printed as 17.8 insteadof 14.8 Iical./hr.). Most of Zeuthen's figures(including
the misprint) have been republished by Salt & Zeutheu (1960).
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A new theory basedon water-retentiov
Salt and Zeuthen's calculation can be adapted to yield an estimate
of the maximum possible rate of 'power consumption, above which

water-loss would prevent long-distance migration. Kendeigh's
(1944) experiments on the resting House Sparrow suggestthat at
10ø C. about 10 percent of the power consumption is eliminated by
evaporation*, and hence about 90 percent by conductionand radiation. Assumingthat the same is true for a migratory bird of 10 gin.
fat-free weight, the power eliminated by conduction and radiation
is about. 0.405 Kcal./hour. Zeuthen (1942) and Salt and Zeuthen
(1960) suggestedthat in flight a pigeon might increaseits conduction
and radiation losses by a factor of not more than 5; let us assume
that this maximum factor is also 5 for a 10-gm. bird when lean, but
is only 4 when it is fat becauseof greater insulation. Assumefurther
that the maximum permissible rate of water-loss for a long-distance
nilgrant is 0.02 gin./hour (15 percent of fat-free weight in a 75-hour

flight), so that the maximum power loss by evaporation is 0.011
Keal./hour. Thus the maximum permissible power loss in flight is
2.036 Keal./hour when lean and 1.631 Kcal./hour when fat. Assuming 22 percent muscular efficiency, the lnaximum permissible power
consumption is then about 2.61 Kcal./hour (5.8 times the resting
power consumption)for a lean bird, and 2.09 Kcal./hour (4.6 times
the resting power consumption) for a fat bird. If the fat bird has
10 gin. of fat this is about 0.104 Kcal./gm. total weight/hour,
which is closeto some of the higher field-estimates of weight-loss,
e.g. Williamsoh's figuresfor the Greenland Wheatear.
The theoryof

Odum (1960) based his theory on the experiments of Pearson
(1950, 1954), which suggestedthat a hummingbird (Calypte anna)
used about 2.4 times as much power while hovering as during daytime activity in the field, and about 6 times as much power while
hovering as while resting. Odum pointed out that these figures are
similar

to the ratios observed in horses and men for the ratios be-

tween power consumption during sustained hard work, moderate
work and resting respectively. He therefore suggestedthat similar
figures should apply to other small birds, so that a bird in steady
flight should use energy at between two and four times the "existence" rate. The latter is defined as the average rate at which the
bird uses energy to maintain itself (including food-seeking), and
Odum adopted a figure of 0.05 Kcal./fat-free gm./hour--about 10
percent more than the figure used in this paper for the power consumption of a restingbird at 10ø C. Hence Odum estinmted that
migrating birds should consumebetween 0.1 and 0.2 Kcal./fat-free
gm. / hour.
*The water which this represents is approximately replaced by metabolic
water from combustionof fat. However, the latent heat of evaporationis "eliminated" in the sensethat, if the water were retained or eliminated as liquid, more
hea• would have to be lost by radiation and conduction in order to regulate the
bird's temperature.
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Although Odum stated that the numerical estimatesin his 1960
paper had been adjusted to allow for the increasein power consumption with increasein body-weight, his figuresfor the power
consumptionof a.fat bird were exactly the same as those for a lean
bird. In a later paper, Odum, Cormell and Stoddard (1961) incorporated a correction by publishing two curves, one based on the
assumptionthat the ratio of flight power consumptionto resting
consumptionis 2.0 when the bird is lean and increasesproportional
to the total weight of the bird, the other basedon the assumption
that the ratio is 3.0 whether the bird is fat or lean. The second curve

in fact representsan expenditureof 0.15 Kcal./gm. total weight/
hour whenthe bird is lean, falling to 0.075 Kcal./gin. total weight/
hour whenit is fat; the first representsan expenditureof 0.10 Kcal. /
gm. total weight/hour irrespectiveof weight. These estimatesare
thus lower than thoseof.Odum (1960) for lean birds, but higherfor
fat birds. Some reduction has subsequentlybeen justified by the
work of Lasiewski (1962), who showedthat the ratio of hovering
power consumption to resting consumptionfor hummingbirds is
much less than Pearson's estimate of six, and is probably about 3.3.
Thus the best current estinmtes from Odum's theory are those for
fat birds, 0.075-0.10 Kcal./gin. total weight/hour.
Odum'stheory hasbeencriticizedby Yapp (1962), on the grounds:
1.

that

Pearson's measurements

were too inaccurate

and var-

iable for reliable conclusions;

2. that Pearson'shmnmingbirdswere probablyin oxygendebt;
3.

that the analogy between horses, hummingbirds and humans

is unsound.

The first two of these objections have now been answered, since
Lasiewski'smeasurementof the power consumptionof a hummingbird was reliable and based on 50 minutes' continuoushovering.
The third objectionis answeredby the fact that Odum'sfiguresnow
depend,not on the analogybetweenbirds and mammals,but upon
the comparison between hmmningbirds and other small birds.
Yapp's theory of flapping fiigtit

Yapp (1956) estimatedthe power required for flappingflight by
means of mechanical arguments. His model of flapping flight
assumed: (1) that the bird falls freely during the upstroke of the
wings; (2) that air resistanceis negligible. Hence the theory is more
appropriate to hovering than to forward flight, becausein forward
flight the bird probably gains much more energy from lift during
•he upstroke than it losesto drag during both strokes.
Yapp further assumed: (3) that the bird falls freely for a time
1/2n, where n is the number of wing-beats per second;(4) that its

energyrequirementper wing-beatis equalto the potentialenergy
lost in this fall; (5) that the muscularefficiencyis 20 percent (intended to be a low estimate). In making assumption(4), Yapp overlookedthe energyrequiredto arrest the bird's fall at the beginning
of the downstroke. If the bird's fall is s•opped with a jerk after
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1/2n seconds,this overlooked energy would be equal to that calculated by Yapp; if the wing-beat is smooth (the bird starting the
downstroke after falling for 1/4n seconds),however, Yapp's estimate
would be about right. The wing-beat of small birds is probably
slightly jerky, since stroboscopicmeasurementsquoted by Greenewalt (1960a) indicated that the downstroke of a chickadee (Par•ts
carolinensi,s)lasts 50 percent longer than the upstroke. Hence I
suggestthat the power required by Yapp's model is about 30 percent larger than Yapp's estimate. Making this amendment, the
powerrequired by the bird is, on Yapp's theory, 0.067 M/nF Kcal./

hour, where M is the bird's weight in grams, and F is a quantity
referred to by Yapp as "aerodynamic efficiency" and assumedby
him to be about 0.5. For small passerinesn is about 20 (Greenewalt
1960b: Yapp used a figure of 5 from Meinertzhagen 1955), so that

for a 10-gin. bird this is about 0.067 Kcal./hour when it is lean and
0.134 Kcal./hour when it carries 10 gm. of fat. 80 percent of this
power is assumedto be wasted in the muscles,and therefore goes
towards the power required for warming the body. Using my figure
of 0.045 Kcal./fat-free gm./hour for the latter (Yapp used 0.04), I
estimate the total power consumptionof the 10-gin. bird in flight as
0.463 Kcal./hour when lean and 0.477 when fat, respectively 1.030
and 1.060 times the resting power consumption. For hummingbirds
n is typically about 35 (Greenewalt 1960c), and Yapp's theory then
predicts a ratio of only about 1.012, contrasting with Lasiewski's
experimental estimate of 3.3.
Modification of Yapp's theory

The discrepancyis probably due to Yapp's interpretation of F
as efficiency. F is the ratio between the energy gained by the bird
during the downstrokeand the work it doeson the air, and can be
written

as follows:

Eb
F

____

E• + E,•/e
xvheree is the true aerodynamic efficiency, •neasuringthe proportion
of the energy transferred to the air which helps to support the bird,
and E• is the energy which nmst be imparted to the air for the bird

to gain energyE•. In a simplifiedmodel,a massm of air is accelerated to a downward velocity u in order to change the bird's velocity
from U downwards to U upwards. Then, by momentum considerations,
mu = 2M U,

and, since

--

Eb

2 M Us

F = (1 q- 2M/me) -•.
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Now, roughly, m = p At, where p is the density of the air (roughly
1.2 x 10-3 gin./cm.3), A is the wing area and t is the average depth
of the wing-stroke. For small birds 2M/m is then much greater
than one (seebelow), so it. is a reasonableapproxinmtion to write:

power output = 0.134 M • /n e p A t

Kcal./hour.

For the following two examplesvalues of n and A were obtained
from Greenewalt (1960b, c), t was estimated from the diagrams in
Greenewalt (1960c), e is assumedto be 0.5, and nmscularefficiency
is asstuned to be 22 percent.

(a) A lean passerinc'M = 10 gin., A = 65 cm.ø-,• = 20 strokes/
sec.,t = 7.5 cln. Then power output = 0.22 Kcal./gm./hour, and
power consumption= 1.01 I(cal. /gin. /hour, no lessthan 22 times
the resting value.
(b) A hummingbird' M = 4 gm., A = 19 cm.2, • = 35 strokes/

sec.,t = 4 cm. The theory requiresslight modification,sinceboth
strokesof a hovering hummingbird'swing help to support the body
(Greenewalt 1960c), so that. the effective value of n is t•vice the
wing-beat frequency, but as the wing is held at an angle suchthat
the volume of air displaced at each half-stroke is only about 1• A t

(Greenewalt 1960c), the above formula shouldstill be valid. Then
power output = 0.34 Kcal./gm./hour, and power consumption
= 1.57 Keal./gm./hour, about 8 times Lasicwski's experimental
value.

Both these estimatesare far too high, which suggeststhat Yapp's
assumption that the wing provides no lift during the upstroke is
incorrect. It is ahnost certainly incorrect for forward flight (Brown
1961a)' indeed,as von Holst and K•chenmnn (1942) pointed out,
the body of a flapping bird in fact oscillatesvery little in the vertical
plane, which suggeststhat some part. of the wing provides lift
throughout the entire wing-cycle.
Airfoil theorie.s'
of forward flight
Brown (1961b) summarizedattempts to calculate the power output of birds in forward flapping flight by aerodynamic methods.
These theories usually assumethat the wings provide lift during
both strokes,and that the angle of attack of the wings is always
reasonably small, so that the drag can be calculated by means of
elementary airfoil theory. The most elaborate calculation was that
of Walker (1925, 1927), who used a comparatively crude model for

the wing-action, but. was able to show that his model could fly-in other wordsthat the above assumptionsare self-consistent.Then,
sincethe averagelift must equal the bird's weight Mg, the average
drag is Mg (C•/Co) -• where (C•/Co) is the lift-drag ratio, averaged
over the complete wing-span and the complete wing-cycle. The
average power output is M g r (C•/Cn) -•, where v is the average
air-speed and the power required to move the wings themselvesis
neglected. Bocl (1929) assumedthat (CL/Co) is 20, but this is
about the maximum estimated by Raspct (1950) for a gliding bird
in very favourable circumstances,and is probably much too high for
a flapping bird.

The difficulty of calculating, or even guessing,
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(Cj,/Cr)) has for long deterred researchon theselines (Brown 1961b)
Recently G. W. Schaefer(pers.comm.) has started a new theoretical attack on this problem, using novel observational techniquesto
study the wing-action. His preliminary results for small birds suggest that (CL/Cr)) is in the neighbourhoodof 5, so that if v is 22
knots the power output is estimated to be 0.019 Kcal./gm. total
weight/hour. Assuming the muscular efficiencyto be 22 percent,
the poxverconsumption is estimated to be 0.086 Kcal./gm. total
weight/hour, which is in reasonableagreementwith the field-estimates quoted in this paper. It is not yet clear how sensitive this
estimate is to small details of the assumedwing-action, but the
definitive results of Schaefer's calculation may be awaited with
interest.

A 'helicopter'-typemodelq{ hoveringflight
To avoid the above difficulties, I have formulated a theory of
hovering flight which takes no specificaccount of the wing-action.
Consider a model in which a hovering bird, of weight M g gin.,
entrains air, initially at rest, at a rate p gm./sec., and propels it,
downwards at an average velocity u cm./sec. through an area A
cm.s, equal to the wing-area. Then
p = pA u,
where p is the density of the air. For equilibrium,
Mg=pu,
so that the power output is
p •2/2f •---(2f) -1 (M g)•/s(p A)-•,

wheref is the efficiencyof the process,and consistsof the product of
two quantities, one the proportion of the power output which helps
to support the bird, the other reflecting the fact that the air-flow
is not uniform. By analogywith the performanceof helicopters,we
may guessthat f is about 0.3. Then, for a 4 gin. hummingbird(A =
19 cm.s, p -- 1.2 x 10-• gm./cm?), the predictedpower output is
0.059 Kcal. /gin. /hour, and the power consumption0.27 Kcal./gin./
hour, reasonably close to Lasiewski'smeasuredvalue of 0.206.
However,it wouldbe difficultto extendthis theory to forward flight
without arbitrary assumptions.
Output of flight muscle•s

Brown (1961a, b) quoted a figure of 0.01 horsepowerper pound
(0.014 Kcal./hour per gin.) for the maximum output of mammalian
muscle,and (1961b)quotedaerodynamiccalculationswhichindicate
that the output of birds' flight musclesis several times greater.
Weiss-Fogh(1961) stated that birds' flight musclesare six times
more powerfulthan mammals'muscles.Hencefor a hummingbirdof
4-gin. body-weight,with 1.15 gin. of pectoral muscle(Greenewalt
1960b), the potential power output is 0.096 Kcal./hour, and the
potential power consumptionis 0.44 Kcal./hour if the muscular
efficiency is assumedto be 22 percent. This is only about half
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Lasiewski's measured value, which suggests either that WeissFogh's figure of six is too low, or that my figure of 22 percent is too
high, or that the weightsquoted by Greenewalt omitted a significa•t
part of the muscleswhich produce the power. Similar calculations
by Brown (1961b) were equally inconclusive.

This difficulty can be avoided by assumingLasiewski'sfigure,
0.75 Kcal./hour/am. of pectoralmuscle,to be typical of the performance of birds' pectoral muscles. Then, for passerincsof 10-am. lean
weight, which typically have about 1.55 am. of pectoral muscle
(Greenewalt 1960b), we csti•natc the total power consumption to be
about 1.16 Keal./hour. This is 0.116 Kcal./am. total weight/hour
if this consumptionis achievedwhen the bird is lean, but only 0.058
Kcal./am. total weight/hour if it is not reached until the bird has
10 gin. of fat. The smaller figure is the more probable, since the
hoveringflight of a hummingbird, and the flight of a very fat passerinc, are both strenuousactivities. It is reasonableto supposethat
the size of a bird's flight musclesis adapted to the maximum power
which it needs to expend.
Yapp's theoryof iz•c•'ea•edoxyge•atio•z
Yapp (1962) outlined ,• secondtheory, based on the assumption
that the total power consumption is limited in birds (as it is in
man) by the rate of supply of oxygen to the muscles. Then the
ratio between the •naximum rate of sustained power consumption
and the resting rate is x y, where x is the maximum factor by which

the pulse-rate can be increasedand y is the maximum factor by
which the systolic volume (volume of heart-stroke) can be increased.
Experiments by Eliassen (1963) suggest•hat when a Great Black-

backedGull (Larus marinus) takes flight the pulserate is unchanged
and the pulse pressureincreasesby a factor cf about 2.2. If systolic
volume is proportio•al to the pulse pressure, these experiments
would suggestthat the rate of supply of oxygen to the musclesis
increasedfor flight by a factor of about 2.2. This is surprisinglylow
for such a large bird, but it is possiblethat Eliassen'sbird was in
oxygen debt during flight. There are no direct observationson
smaller birds, but the figuresof Odum (1945) suggestthat for small
passtrinesx is in the range 1.8 to 2.6 (Yapp suggests1.6 for hummingbirds); according to Yapp, y is u•likcly to exceed about 2.5 (the
maximum for man). Hence the ratio between maximum power consumption and resting metabolism is estimated to be about 4 for

hummingbirds,a•d between4.5 and 6.5 for other small birds, Of
course,power consumptionit• normal flight need not approach the
maximum possiblefor the species.
Summary of theoreticalesti,•ates
Estimates of power output a•d power co•sumption obtained from
the abovetheoriesare summarizedin Table 10,usingthe assumptio•s
listed on page 144 to derive comparable figures. The various estimates of power output differ enormously, and those for power co•sumptio• vary from far below the lowest field-estimate to far above

the highest.. Therefore it is reasonableto use the field-estimates,
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which are quite closely grouped (Table 9), to check the theories-rather than vice versa as was done by Graber and Graber (1962).
For this purpose I have listed at the foot of Table 10 Lasicwski's
experimental estimate for a hovering hummingbird, and the figure
of 0.076 /(cal./gm. total weight/hour proposed earlier as the best
average of the field-estimatesfor migrating passtrines.It should be
recalled that the latter figure would be an over-estimate if the birds
concernedlost water during their flight.
Table 10 shows that Odum et al.'s estimates of the power col•sumption of fat passtrinesagree well with field observations,but
that Odum's theory probably over-estimates the power consumption of lean birds. Similarly, the flight muscletheory gives reasonably good agreement with observationfor fat passtrines,but it predicts only an upper limit for the power consumptio• of lean passerincs. In any case both these "theories" are based merely on extrapolation from experiments on hummingbirds, and neither throws
any light on the aerodynamicsor physiologyof bird flight.
Of the aerodynamic theories, Yapp's, and my modification of it,
both disagreewith experiment a•d should be discarded. The "helicopter" theory is in fair agreement with the one experimental
measurementon humming birds, and could perhapsbe extendedto
other hovering species,but it includes an unsupported guessof the
efficiency of flight. Schacfcr's theory is the most promising for
future development, but it will be very difficult to extend it beyond
its present rudimentary form.
Zcuthcn's calculation is the only o•c made specificallyfor a large
bird, and raises in an acute form the problem of the dependenceof
power output on body-weight. Although Zcuthcn's estimate of the
power consumption per unit of body-weightof a pigeon flying at 50
km./hour is very similar to the field-estimates for migrating passerincs, Zcuthcn himself showed that this power consumption is too
high to be permissiblephysiologicallyin a bird as l•rgc as a pigeon,
except for very short periods. Odum's theory assumesthat power
consumption i• flight is proportional to resting power consumption,
and Eliasscn's (1963) measurementson the Great Black-backed Gull
are consistentwith this; yet, accordingto King and Farncr (1961),
resting power consumption increasesno faster than the 0.66 power
of the body-weight. Thus physiologicalargumentssuggestthat the
flight power consumptionper unit of body-weight should be much
smaller in larger birds--roughly three times smaller in pigeonsthan
in 10 gm. passtrines,for example. On the other hand, the aerodynamic theories suggest that flight power consumption per unit
of body-weight should be larger i• large birds. No•wcilcr (quoted
by Wilkie 1959), using very gc•cral aerodynamic arguments,
showed that within groups of dimensionally similar animals (or
aircraft), flight power co•sumption should be proportional to the
1.17 power of total weight. "Similarity" in Nonwcilcr's senseineludes style of flight (e.g. lift-drag ratio) as well as shape, so this
result may not apply exactly to birds. Neverthelessthe elementary
airfoil theory outlined in this paper, which uses the same basic
assumptions as Nonwcilcr's, would only be consistent with the
physiological theories if the lift-drag ratio of a pigco•'s wing were
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five or six times greater than that of a small passerinc,and this is
extremely improbable. Moreover, in birds of different sizes, the
weight of the flight-muscles is exactly proportional to the bodyweight (Greenewalt 1960b), which suggeststhat power consumption
is more or lessproportional to body-weight. This discrepancycould
be investigated experimentally--e.g. by measuring the rate of
weight-loss in homing pigeons.
The "physiological" theories estimate the maximum power consumpriori possiblefor the organism, rather than the normal consumprioriduring flight.,but they neverthelesslead to one interesting
conclusion. At least two physiologicalfactors (evaporation of water,
supply of oxygen, and probably also size of flight muscles)imposean
upper limit to the power consumptionof birds, and Table 9 shows
that this upper limit (between 0.15 and 0.25 Kcal./'fat-free gm./
hour) is in fact approached by some very fat migrants. Thus if an

inefficientspeciesis to evolve a long-distancemigration, it must not
only evolve a fat-store and a metabolic systemto useit, but it must
also evolve an efficient flight to carry the fat without expending to()
much power in doing so. The Blackpoll Warbler appears to have
progressedstrikingly far in both directions.
SUMMA
PART

RY

I

1. In September and October 1962, over 2,000 Blackpoll Warblers (Dendroica striata) were weighed inland in Massachusetts, and
138 in Bermuda. Some weights obtained in earlier autumns in
Massachusetts,Rhode Island and Bermuda are also discussed.
2. Among birds of the same fat-class, adults weighed about 0.4
gin. more than immatures, and were about 1.4 mm. longer in the
wing. Males were about 0.5 gin. heavier than females, and about
2.3 min. longer in the wing, but these figures are approximate as
some birds appear to have been assignedto the wrong sex. Among
birds of the same fat-class, the average weight increasedby 0.10 _40.024 gm. for each ram. increasein wing-length. Among birds of the
same fat-class and wing-length, adults weighed 0.18 gm. more than
iramatures. The average fat-free weight of the species is about
11.2 gin., but a number of birds weighing 7.9-10.0 gin. have been
caught on islands.
3. During 3-24 September 1962, most birds caught at Round
Hill, Massachusetts,weighedonly 10-15 gm. Arrivals of light birds
followed cold fronts. In late September and early October more
heavy birds were caught; 'most of the birds which were caught put
on weight rapidly during rainstorms and appeared to depart immediately after clearing. Iramatures appeared to put on weight
more slowly than adults.
4. At Drumlin Farm, Massachusetts, many more very heavy
birds (16-23 gin.) were caught. In at, least two different years a
group of birds of average weight 20.8 gm. has been caught in late
Septemberand early October, and three suchbirds have been killed
during nocturnal migration at this time. It is suggestedthat this
is the usual departure weight of the species.
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5. At Block Island, Rhode Island, a few very heavy birds were
caught in both 1959 and 1960, but most birds caught were light iramatures (9-12 gin.), most,of which arrived very late in the season.
6. New England is an area where Blackpoll Warblers pause in
their migration for several weeks to put on fat for overseasflight.
7. Arrivals and departures of Blackpoll Warblers, detected by
banding at Round Hill, coincided with movements observedby
radar in directionsbetween south and southeast.,but not with southwestward

movements.

8. On the night of 2-3 October 1962, mauy heavy Blackpoll
Warblers (average weight 17.3 gin.) were attracted to the Bermuda
lighthouse: these birds were part of a flight from New England
which passed Bermuda without stopping. Lighter birds (11-16
gin.) stoppedon Bermuda on severaldays later in October, but these
birds had not flown directly from New England.
9. Forty-five birds kept overnight in dark cageslost weight at
an average rate of 0.062 gin./hour.
10. The birds which flew to Bermuda during 1-3 October 1962
lost weight at an average rate of 0.107 q- 0.013gm./hour; this figure
may be an over-estimate but is unlikely to be an under-estimate.
This gives an upper limit for their average power consumption of
1.02 q- 0.13 Kcal./hour, only about 2.0 times the resting power consumption in spite of a load of 6-10 gin. of fat. It is arguedthat they
lost little or no water during the flight, but this needsfurther study.
11. Blackpoll Warblers have sufficient fuel-reserves when they
leave New England to fly non-stopfor 105-115hours. This is enough
for a non-stopflight to the mainland of South America in the •sual
weather in which they migrate.
PART

II

1. Eight field-studies of migrating birds are summarized, and
an estimate of the rate of weight-lossobtained from each. Except
for two doubtful estimates, all the figures lie between 0.56 percent
and 1.3 percent of total body-weight per hour; the estimate for the
Blackpoll Warbler is the lowest and probably the most reliable. It
is suggestedthat a reasonableaveragefor the power consumptionof
migrating passerinesis 0.076 Kcal./gin. total weight/hour: this
figure will be too high if someof the observedweight-lossconsistsof
water.

2. A laboratory measurement of the power consumption of a
hovering hummingbird was 0.206 Kcal./gm. total weight/hour,
which is 2.7 times that suggestedfor passerinesin forward flight.
3. Nine theoretical calculations of the power consumption of
flying birds are reviewed. Their predictionsrange from far below
the lowest field-estimate to far above the highest. The most reliable
estimates are those from semi-empirical theories based on the
measurementsof hummingbirds. Aerodynamic theories are at
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present unsatisfactory,but at least one offers promisefor future
development. Physiologicaltheories suggestthat some very fat
birds expend power at a rate approaching the maximum possible
for the organism. Physiologicaland aerodynamictheories which
agreefor small birds divergefor large birds, and the discrepancy
should be tested by experiments on large birds.
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